
This is the first issue of a camp 
Australian magazine. We are 
homosexual and proud of it. We can 
see no vice in loving anyone, whether 
it happens to be a person of one's own 
sex or the opposite sex. 

We do see vice in hating, in blind 
prejudice and persecuting those who 
see fit to love each other. What kind 
of society do we have that cheers 
when two men beat each other 
senseless in the ring but would blush 
and become sickened at the sight of 
two men embracing each other in 
genuine love and affection? 

We like our way of live. To us it is 
good and decent. But just becuase it is 
satisfying to us, we do not presume to 
think that the whole world should be 

.. ._-, .. :::t,Ql!fflS~XCTal--as so--rmmy heterosexuals 
em-to1eel about their way of life. 

~sre:::..::;~-vi~ -- reature of nature. 
g man oes, e1t er ethical or 

unethical, is in accordance with some 
natural law. Therefore, it can never be 

- argued that homosexuality is 
unnatural. If it is, then by the same 
token so is wearing clothes, shaving, 
cutting or dyeing one's hair, putting 
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ori make-up, flying in aeroplanes, and 
a hundred other things that we take 
very much for granted. 

Homosexuality is simply relating 
better to one's own sex than to t he 
opposite sex. There can be many 
reasons for this. So what's the big 
deal? Why must we be forced to hide 
and pretend? 

Eventually, we homosexuals will 
find our rightful place in society, but 
like all minority groups, we will have 
to work for it. 

In this magazine we intend to : 
• Campaign for the rights of 

homosexuals. 
• Provide a v 01ce 

communication for 
camp community. 

• t~ 
i nfcmTration ...... ---

• Publish great pit:TITfe-s:

and 
the 

lf you disagree with us, write and 
tell us. This is your magazine and if it 
stimulates, intrigues and sometimes. 
pleases you, we will have achieved our 
objectives. • __ ..... 


